Fixed Asset Management & Tracking Solution

Asset Management… made easy!!
Assets, whether IT or non- IT, play a pivotal role in every successful business activity. Effectively
managing your assets is critical to your business.
Orion lets you track and manage the physical, contractual and financial data associated with the
assets in your environment throughout their lifecycle – from receiving through disposal. The
solution empowers you with a firm understanding of how your assets are being used to help
identify cost savings, fulfill compliance initiatives, and justify business decisions.
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Organizations that systematically manage the life cycle of their
assets reduce the cost per asset by almost 30% in the first year

Orion Vs Excel
While excel sheets seem to be a cost effective solution, asset managers constantly struggle to
manage an ever-growing asset portfolio. Poor visibility and traceability of asset base and the
resultant time consuming, mundane physical audits make asset management seem like a herculean
task.
Orion simplifies this job through comprehensive reports correlating service agreements with
actual inventory, contact and location information in addition to costs. Built-in notification
policies help avoid costly penalties by auto matically notifying the responsible personnel about
expiring warranties, maintenance contracts and payments that maybe due. Integration with
Barcode/RFID based inventory solution enabl es reliable and quick audits. RFID can also help real
time tracking and update of asset movement and user information.

System Features

Alerts!

 Vendor management
 Asset entry and
modification

Reports

 Historical reporting of
asset allocation /reallocation / movement
 AMC, Warranty,
Insurance, Allocation
Expiry Alerts
 Maintenance scheduling
and asset ownership cost
tracking
 Real-time tracking of
Mobile Asset movement
 Customisable Reports
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